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Abstract—Entity Resolution constitutes one of the cornerstone tasks for the integration of overlapping information sources. Due to its quadratic complexity, a large amount of research has focused on improving its efficiency so that it scales to Web Data collections, which are inherently voluminous and highly heterogeneous. The most common approach for this purpose is blocking, which clusters similar entities into blocks so that the pair-wise comparisons are restricted to the entities contained within each block.

In this tutorial, we take a close look on blocking-based Entity Resolution, starting from the early blocking methods that were crafted for database integration. We highlight the challenges posed by contemporary heterogeneous, noisy, voluminous Web Data and explain why they render inapplicable these schema-based techniques. We continue with the presentation of blocking methods that have been developed for large-scale and heterogeneous information and are suitable for Web Data collections. We also explain how their efficiency can be further improved by meta-blocking and parallelization techniques. We conclude with a hands-on session that demonstrates the relative performance of several, state-of-the-art techniques. The participants of the tutorial will put in practice all the topics discussed in the theory part, and will get familiar with a reference toolbox, which includes the most prominent techniques in the area and can be readily used to tackle Entity Resolution problems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Entities are becoming important for various data management applications, as they are increasingly being used (e.g., in query answering [1]) in order to exploit the semantics that they entail, or that can be derived through their connections to other entities. A large part of the information on entities pertains to profiles that describe real-world entities. Typically, these profiles are scattered across different entity collections, such as Freebase\textsuperscript{1}, DBPedia\textsuperscript{2} and Geonames\textsuperscript{3}. Entity Resolution is the task of inter-linking these complementary data sources and of deduplicating their content.

The complexity of this cornerstone task is quadratic, since every entity profile has to be compared with all others. This means that it does not scale well to large entity collections. A bulk of research has focused on the problem of improving its efficiency – mainly through approximate techniques. These techniques may sacrifice recall to a small extent in order to significantly enhance time efficiency. The most popular method of this type is blocking, which clusters similar entities into blocks so that the pair-wise comparisons are restricted to the entities contained within each block.

In this tutorial, we elaborate on blocking-based Entity Resolution, surveying the main methods that have been proposed in this field. We start from the schema-based blocking methods that are crafted for the integration of structured data (i.e., databases). These methods rely on the assumption that entity profiles/records adhere to specific, a-priori known schemata, thus containing noise only in attribute values. We offer a comprehensive overview of these techniques, based on a taxonomy that facilitates their understanding. We explain, though, that their fundamental assumption is unrealistic in the context of Web Data, where entity profiles are described by a multitude of heterogeneous schemata, as they contain noise in attribute names, as well.

We then refer to recent advances that overcome the schema constraint, proposing novel techniques that are inherently crafted for heterogeneous entity profiles. They also exhibit significantly higher efficiency, scaling well to voluminous collections of noisy Web Data. We provide a comprehensive summary of the relevant techniques and organize them in a taxonomy that explains their relative functionality and performance.

Subsequently, we explain how the efficiency of all blocking methods can be further improved by block processing and meta-blocking techniques. These are generic techniques that aim to identify and discard either repeated comparisons, or comparisons between non-matching entities. We also present the major parallelization techniques that exploit the Map/Reduce framework for even higher efficiency. Special mention is given to the two main open challenges in the field, namely Crowdsourcing for blocking-based Entity Resolution and Incremental Blocking for Entity Resolution. We conclude with a hands-on session that demonstrates the relative performance of several, state-of-the-art techniques.

In the last five years, two ICDE tutorials have focused on the problem of Information Integration, which includes Entity Resolution, as well. The most recent one dealt with the integration of Big Data [2], while the other one examined data integration for Life Sciences [3]. None of them referred to (blocking-based) Entity Resolution in depth.

Instead, the goal of this tutorial is to provide an in-depth discussion of the abundant blocking techniques and the most recent advances in this area, which are the key techniques for

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{1}https://www.freebase.com
\textsuperscript{2}http://dbpedia.org
\textsuperscript{3}http://www.geonames.org}
enabling Entity Resolution to operate effectively with large-scale and heterogeneous data.

II. TUTORIAL OUTLINE

Our tutorial consists of 7 sections, each lasting between 10 and 15 minutes (1.5 hours, in total). At the end of every section, a question session of 2-minutes is provisioned. The content of the individual sections is summarized below.

A. Preliminaries & Challenges

We begin with an introduction to the main concepts of Entity Resolution, based on recent surveys [4] and books [5]. We explain the main challenges it involves and briefly describe the main approaches that address them. Then, we emphasize blocking as the most common solution for overcoming the challenge of scalability. We explain the benefits of blocking and refer to the qualitative measures that assess its performance [6]. We conclude with a taxonomy of the blocking methods that facilitates the understanding of the subsequent sections.

B. Blocking Methods for Databases

This section starts with an overview of the main blocking techniques that operate on top of structured data, such as Sorted Neighborhood [7], [8], StringMap [9], [10], CBlock [11] and MFIBlocks [12]. We explain why these methods are exclusively intended for Record Linkage and Deduplication of databases [5]. We distinguish them into supervised and unsupervised techniques and explain the relationship between the methods of each category. For each of the main methods, we briefly discuss the various enhancements that have been proposed in the literature. We also present an unsupervised approach for configuring their main parameter, i.e., their blocking keys, without any background knowledge [13]. We conclude with their pros and cons and present an assessment of their relative performance, based on the experimental analysis of a recent survey [6].

C. Blocking Methods for Web Data

In this session, we first motivate the need for blocking methods that are inherently crafted for Web Data. To this end, we highlight the new challenges these data collections pose compared to Databases. Based on these challenges, we stress the novel approaches that lie at the core of the blocking methods for semi-structured data. Then, we present an overview of the main relevant techniques, which include Token Blocking [14], TYPiMatch [15], URI Semantics Blocking [16] and Attribute Clustering [17]. We explain the relations between them and analyse their functionality through examples. We conclude with a comparative analysis of their performance over established datasets, stressing the pros and cons of each approach.

D. Block Processing Methods

Apart from the techniques that create blocks, our tutorial also considers methods that process an existing block collection in the optimal way. That is, in a way that discards most of the unnecessary comparisons, while retaining the comparisons between matching entities. In this category fall unsupervised techniques like Comparison Propagation [18], Meta-blocking [19], [20] and clustering-based techniques for specifying the optimal block sizes [21]. We additionally consider iterative techniques, like Iterative Blocking [22] and R-Swoosh [23], as well as supervised methods, such as Supervised Meta-blocking [24]. Again, we conclude with an experimental evaluation of the discussed techniques that highlights their pros and cons.

E. Parallelization

Another important line of research in blocking-based Entity Resolution is parallelization. Recently, a bulk of work has been published in the field with the aim of exploiting the new parallelization paradigm, i.e., Map/Reduce [25]. We distinguish the relevant techniques into those parallelizing the creation of blocks and those parallelizing their processing. In the former category falls Dedoop [26], which parallelizes Standard Blocking and Sorted Neighborhood. The latter category includes the parallelization of Comparison Propagation [27], Parallel Meta-blocking [28] and Collective Entity Matching [29]. We also refer to systems that support parallelization, such as Linda [30].

F. Open Research Problems

Having summarized the main developments in blocking-based Entity Resolution, this section presents the open issues that currently lie at the focus of research. In particular, we examine two main topics: Crowdsourcing for Entity Resolution and Incremental Entity Resolution. For the former, we refer to recent advances, such as ZenCrowd [31], [32], and explain how they can be exploited in the context of (supervised) blocking methods. For the latter topic, we first explain that entity resolution is a continuous process, whose results have to be updated at the minimum cost, as the entity descriptions evolve, refreshing their data. Then, we briefly describe recent approaches [33], [34], [35], [36], and elucidate their relation to blocking methods.

G. Hands-on Session

The tutorial concludes with a hands-on session that is based on the publicly available application Blocking Framework, which has been developed by the authors. The application implements most of the techniques discussed in the tutorial and contains established benchmarks that allow for comparing their relative performance. The tutorial participants have the chance to download this application in their laptops, and learn how to use it during this last session.

The session begins with a presentation of the application’s architecture that maps its structure to the sessions of the tutorial.

-See https://sourceforge.net/projects/erframework.
so as to facilitate its use. Then, we explain how the individual techniques can be combined into comprehensive Entity Resolution workflows. We provide relevant guidelines, stressing that this process should be determined by the available resources and the performance requirements of the application at hand. Finally, we present the datasets that are available for experimentation and explain how they can be used for configuring a given workflow. At the end of the session, the participants will have the necessary knowledge and codebase to readily apply the state-of-the-art blocking techniques to their problems, putting in practice the topics discussed in theory.

III. Conclusions

Our tutorial surveys the state-of-the-art techniques for large-scale blocking-based Entity Resolution. Its goal is to provide the participants with a deep understanding of the progress that has been made in the transition from solutions for homogeneous structured data to solutions for heterogeneous semi-structured ones. Furthermore, it highlights the challenges that lie ahead in this active research area. To foster further progress in the open research problems, it also presents a reference toolbox that implements most of the discussed methods, and can be used both for experimentation and for integration in ER applications.

Our tutorial provides students and researchers with a complete coverage of the state-of-the-art blocking methods, enabling them to identify a number of challenging problems that could well be the focus of their future research. Practitioners get a good overview of the benefits of blocking methods and learn how they can use them to improve the productivity of their businesses. They also learn to identify the methods or products that are more suitable for a particular task at hand, or better fit their general needs. Developers of information integration tools benefit the most from the hands-on session, learning how to integrate (parts of) the Blocking Framework into their applications. They also become acquainted with novel ideas that could well improve their existing products.
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